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 Introduction 

The autobiographical memory system as described by Conway and 
Pleydell-Pearce (2000) is based on three types of self-knowledge: life-time 
periods, general events, and event specific knowledge. These different 
types of knowledge play an important role in narrative construction of the 
client’s  self-narratives taking place at the therapy session in psychoanalytic 
psychotherapy (Berán, Unoka, 2005). 

 Objectives 
In our study we illustrate how shifting of narrative perspective (NP) can be 
used as a tool for moving and navigating among different memory types 
within the autobiographical memory system. We also illustrate how such 
movement  and  navigation  may  be  fostered  by  the  analyst’s  interventions,  
more specifically, how rewriting of autobiographical memories may be 
influenced  by  the  analyst’s  shifting  perspective  in  his/her  own  talk. 
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Methods 
Data collection and sampling 
Data was provided by the Budapest Data Base, a collection of audio-recorded psycho-
dynamic psychotherapies (2004-2006). The study was approved by the regional 
ethical committee (TUKEB). 
Participants 
•Patient: male, in his 40’s, with depression and psycho-somatic symptoms  
•Therapist: male, member of the Hungarian Psychoanalytic Society 
•Language spoken: Hungarian, location of study: Budapest  
•Participants signed a consent form to signal their agreement to participate. 
Procedures 
Transcription: data was segmented into intonation units, and transcribed in the 
CHILDESS code system  
Coding: NP was coded for each intonation unit line by two independent coders 
Inter-rater for segmentation: ICC Shrout-Fleiss reliability = 0.99, p < 0,01   
Inter-rater for coding, Cohen’s kappa: 0.7  
 
 
 

Analysis and discussion 
1) Shifting perspective in terms of discourse level and verb tense 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
In the excerpt above the patient (P) is in the middle of a narrative about his hospital experiences. He 
had to be hospitalized because of his depression and suicide attempt.  He is recounting his memories 
regarding  the  treatment  in  the  hospital.  He  is  complaining  about  the  hospital  stuff’s  attitude  towards  
him. He recounts the events by shifting back and forth between narrator and character levels (733-
740).  At  the  narrator  level  he  recounts  repeated  events  in  general  terms,  „when  I  was  in  the  hospital”;  
however, he shifts to the specific details, into episodic mode when quoting his own words to the 
hospital stuff (735-736).  The  therapist intervenes in 742 and 744 at the character level, and at the 
narrator level at 746, suggesting the potential of a meta narrative that includes other related 
narratives containing memories of an episodic nature.  At the first two interventions the patient does 
not  follow  the  therapist’s  shift  with  a  similar  perspective,  he  continues  at the narrator-level. However, 
after the therapist shifts into narrator level, providing a frame for his memories (Conway, 2000) with a 
potential meta narrative, he responds with a new narrative that is suits into the offered frame.  
 
2) Shifting to pseudo-diegesis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
In the excerpt above the patient is talking about his family atmosphere.  Preceding the excerpt he 
mentions that he feels that his family members purposefully misinterpret what he says, trying to pick 
a quarrel with him. He expresses frustration recalling this situation. In the excerpt he considers the 
consequences of such behavior to his own state of mind. He describes a general fear and readiness to 
be challenged and misunderstood (481-485) using internal focalization, at the narrator level, talking in 
general terms about general events.  He shifts perspective in his own talk from an impersonal, 
heterodiegetic position using general subject (481-483) to homo-diegesis (484), where he quotes 
himself thinking in future tense (484-485) -- using event-specific knowledge.   
 
The therapist reacts to this in two different ways. First he gives an interpretation (486), then in 487 
takes  on  the  patient’s  perspective,  using  pseudo-diegesis and first person singular, present tense. This 
way  he  himself  identifies  with  the  patient’s  character.  This  shift  of  perspective  is  a  reformulation  of  
the previous interpretation (486), both at the narrator level, expressing general knowledge about the 
self. However, in 487 the  therapist’s  identification  with  the  patient  also  expresses  a  deep  empathy  
implicitly. In 488 the patient lowers his voice, agrees, and admits to having a distorted picture of 
reality, expressing general self knowledge. He pauses for a long time, giving the impressions that he 
seriously considers what has been said. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Definition  of NP 
We defined NP as the narrator’s perspective (Uspensky, 1973) onto the story world, 
its characters and events, based on six linguistic variables: 
1) Verb tense: the grammatical verb tense in Hungarian includes three categories: 
past, present, and future. 
2) The  narrator/character’s  relation  to  the  story  world  (i.e.,  “diegesis”),  where  
narrated events take place. The narrator may be part of the story world (homo-
diegetic narrator), or may not be part of it, rather looking at it from the outside 
(hetero-diegetic narrator). The narrator may identify with a character and tell the 
story from their point of view (pseudo-diegetic narrator). 
3-4) Grammatical subject: number and person.  
5) Mode  of  focalization:  The  narrator’s  way  of  perceiving  his/her  own,  and  other  
character’s  inner  world,  his/her  knowledge  or  lock  of  knowledge  of  it.  Describing  
feelings, thoughts, desires or just overt behavior. We differentiated intonation units 
expressing mental contents (emotions, desires, intentions, etc.), called internal mode 
of focalization, from those which only describe overt behavior and events, called 
external mode of focalization.   
6) Discourse level: Positions the narrator in terms of whether he/she is telling the 
story  from  the  narrator’s  point  of  view  (narrator’s  level),  or  a  character’s  point  of  
view  (character’s  level),  or  talking  in  the  act  of  narration,  in  the  here  and  now  
position  of  the  therapeutic  session  (“here  and  now  of  the  therapeutic  session”).  
These levels are also related to the process of recall, based on differing types of 
memory structures. The narrator is recalling general autobiographical information or 
a specific episode, or talking about the thoughts and feeling related to what is 
happening in the present (therapeutic session). 
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733P So they always had an agenda to convince 
one of something, 

Narrator level Past tense 

734P <which> which was not true, Narrator level Past tense 
735P and  I  said  that+… Character level Past tense 
736P +,  but  it’s  not  like  that, Character level Present tense 
737P <And> and tried to convince them, Narrator level Past tense 
738P But  that  that+… Narrator level Past tense 
739P +, did not interest them. Narrator level Past tense 
740P Because, well, they know better. Narrator level Present tense 
741T Uhm. Minimal response N.A. 
 
742T  So, here again, your experience was that 

they were blaming you. 
Character level Past tense 

743P With them I /always felt like this. Narrator level Past tense proximal 
deictic marker 

744T That they are accusing you of+// Character level Present tense  
745P <with them> with them I always felt like 

this. 
Narrator level Present tense, proxim. 

deictic mark. 
746T Well, but they were not the only people 

with whom you felt like this. 
Narrator level –>meta-
narrative 

Past tense, proximal 
deictic marker 

747P I felt like this with my mother. Narrator level  Past tense, proximal 
deictic marker 

748P All the time. Narrator level Past tense 
749P <but> < but> but with these doctors 

there+… 
Narrator level Past tense, distal deictic 

marker 
 

481P That may lead to this kind of things, Hetero-diegesis General subject 
482P that  one  is+… Hetero-diegesis General subject 
483P +, afraid of it more. Hetero-diegesis General subject 
484P So I immediately think,  Homo-diegesis First person, singular 
485P oh, what kind of a distorted interpretation 

will the other give to that. 
Homo-diegesis Third person, singular 

486T so you have this kind of a basic tendency. Hetero-diegesis Second person, singular 
487T That they want to give a distorted 

interpretation to what I say. 
Pseudo-diegesis General subject 

488P Yes, I have this kind.  Homo-diegesis First person, singular 
Com. Patient lowers his voice, pause 10 s   
 


